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Architectural

Treasures in Fallbrook
by Sandra Shrader

T

he charm and beauty of a place is often defined by the buildings it keeps, and for Fallbrook that rings particularly true.
Hosting an assortment of architectural styles dating from its pioneer days to today’s contemporary concepts, this area is also home
to many building and houses which are important historically.
And some of them are surprisingly significant for the national tradecraft of architecture as well.
Among those structures are a Gothic Revival-style church, a
suave 1950s-influenced “Space Age” building which now houses
a taco restaurant, a humble adobe, the likely first ever “Southern
California Style” house in Fallbrook, and a home designed by the
legendary architect and developer behind California’s innovative
“New Town” Sea Ranch project.
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The Hindorff adobe.
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Adobe:

The Hindorff Building, 1319 S. Live Oak Park Road. Built in 1911

The Boeke House: Julia Rasor photo
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Although humble in appearance, the Hindorff Adobe represents
the oldest architectural genre in the Southwest. That style is simply
referred to “adobe” because the structures are made from a kind of
clay formed into bricks which have been sun-dried.
Adobe buildings once dotted the former ranchero lands throughout California, and when Fallbrook’s early settlers Henry Harrison
Gird, wife Martha and family first arrived here in 1880, they lived
in what was then called the old Serrano Adobe, formerly owned by
Senora Delores Serrano, daughter of Don Tomas Alvarado of the
Monserate Rancho.
Other adobes in the area included the Old Shepherd’s Adobe,
southwest of Live Oak Park, and the adobe owned by De Luz Justice of the Peace W. W. Wilmot in the 1890s.
The word “adobe” is a Spanish word derived from the Arabic
“atob” or “sun-dried brick” and traditionally is usually a mix
of sand, sometimes gravel, clay, water and often straw or grass,
mixed together by hand. It can be formed in wooden molds and
dried in the sun for bricks, which are then stacked and laid with
mud mortar to make walls.
According to the Fallbrook Historical Society, the Hindorff
Adobe was built in 1911 by Eric Hindorff, the son of another of
Fallbrook’s early families, because he needed a cool place to store
canned fruit along with tomatoes, grapes and berries grown on
the property. The building was constructed adobe walls and a
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Swedish-style wooden roof.
After the property upon which the old adobe had been standing was sold, historic preservationists dismantled the structure
brick by brick, and reconstructed the building at its new location.
It opened to the public in September 2018.
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Gothic Revival:

First Christian Church (formerly known as the Fallbrook Methodist
Episcopal Church), 318 W. Fig Street. Built in 1888.
If you have ever looked at American painter Grant Wood’s famous painting “American Gothic,” you might be surprised to learn
that Wood titled his artwork after the little Iowan wooden farmhouse in the background of the piece.
Although the painting’s main focus is that of a stern-looking
Midwestern man holding a pitchfork alongside his equally somber
daughter, it was the modest Dibble House with its steeply pitched
roof and its large pointed-arch Gothic window on the upper story
that caught Wood’s attention in 1930.
But American Gothic, also known as Carpenter Gothic, had long
been a popular architectural style in the Midwest between 18401870. In the western part of the country, the style that was generally called Gothic Revival lasted through the 1890s. Additionally,
for churches the style was used up to the 1940s.
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The first house in Fallbrook to be designed in the Southern California-style architecture, the Gird
House, now privately owned, remains largely unchanged since its construction in 1914.
Photo courtesy of Fallbrook Historical Museum

The Methodist Episcopal Church, an example of Gothic Revival architecture,was built in 1888.
Today the building is known as the First Christian Church.
Sandra Shrader photo
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The Gird House, Gird Road, privately owned. Built in 1914, architects Mead and Requa.
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The craze for American Gothic architecture came about in the
late 1830s from the penchant by Americans to romanticize the
medieval churches of Europe. But in this country, carpenters, not
stonemasons, took up the form, creating light-frame wood constructions of pitched roofs, pointed-arch windows, sometimes
stained glass, multiple window openings and flattened Gothic
archways. And with the invention of the first mechanical scroll
saw in the 1860s, fancy scrollwork, carved porch rails and other
ornate trim and moldings satisfied a desire people had to replicate
the ornamentation found in European Gothic churches.
Thus when the Fallbrook Methodist Episcopal Church—with its
splendid steeple, bell tower, and highly angled roof—was built in
the young settlement of Fallbrook in 1888, it was then (and still is
today, more than 130 years later) in the style of the very popular
Gothic Revival.
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By 1914 San Diego was at the vanguard of what was at the time
(and decades later still is) described as the “Southern California
Style” of architecture.
A blend of Spanish, Moorish and Pueblo design elements, it was
a style now so completely ingrained in this state’s cultural persona
that most people today never give a second glance to houses and
buildings designed in Southern California Style architecture.
Two renowned San-Diego-based architects, Frank Mead and
Richard Requa, were the primary forces behind the new eclectic
style, and designed numerous buildings throughout Southern California, several which are listed on National Register of Historic
Places or are locally designated.
Mead was already a successful architect in Pennsylvania in 1895
when he traveled to and stayed for several months in southern
Italy, Spain, Northern Africa and Asia Minor. While in Morocco,
Mead studied Moorish architecture in the city of Fez, at the time
practically closed off to strangers. His time there would later
shape his design concepts. The architect engaged in architectural
wanderlust throughout his lifetime.
SOURCEBOOK 2019
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Pedro’s Tacos architectural style is “Streamline Moderne.”

But in 1902, Mead became involved in helping the Yavapai Mohave Apache Indians return to their ancestral lands in the Verde
Valley northeast of Phoenix. He was ultimately successful and
President Teddy Roosevelt assigned Mead to a position as commissioner of Indian Affairs. The architect set aside his career and
spent the next few years traveling to various Native American sites
and reservations throughout the entire Southwest, all the while
studying Pueblo and cliff-dwelling structures.
By 1906, Mead decided to resume his architect profession and
he moved to San Diego. His time there was interrupted with other
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Attorney at Law

long trips through western states and by his
1910 decision to become superintendent at the
Pala Reservation. He did, however, manage to
complete architectural commissions during
this time.
Five years later Mead formed a partnership
with Richard Requa, who had come to San
Diego in 1900 and worked as a draftsman for
another architect in that city. Requa quickly adopted Mead’s design concepts which had incorporated Pueblo, Moorish and Spanish elements,
and which were already attracting interest from
Shane Gibson photo wealthy residents and business owners.
The Fallbrook Union School District commissioned Mead and
Requa in 1913 to design a California Mission-style high school of
hollow tile construction. The commission may have come about
due to Mead’s nearby Pala connections with William E. Gird who
was on the board of directors for Fallbrook’s Citizens’ Bank and
who was the son of early Fallbrook settlers Henry and Martha
Gird. The high school, on Iowa and Ivy streets, was completed that
year, but in the 1940s, it was condemned as structurally unsafe for
earthquakes.
Gird, whose parents had both died in 1913, commissioned Mead
and Requa in 1914 to design a new home to replace the old wooden house which Henry and Martha had built in the mid-1880s. The
design and overseeing construction of new H-shaped structure
was done largely by Requa, but it did include Mead’s signature
elements including a pergola, triple-arched exterior entry wall and
recessed front entrance.
The Gird House was the first Southern California Style house in
Fallbrook, and it was also the first house in San Diego County to be
made with poured concrete. It is privately owned today.

Streamline Moderne/Space Age:

Pedro’s Tacos (formerly Richardson’s Drive-In) 536 S. Main Avenue.
Built in 1954
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During the 1930s, the cultural zeitgeist in the United States was
all about aerodynamics.
Despite the lingering effects of the Great Depression, the country was flexing its manufacturing muscles and architecture began
reflecting our infatuation with the sleek look of the metal fuselagebodies of airplanes and the curves of luxury trains and ocean liners. The architectural style of that era was called “Streamline Moderne,” and it emphasized curving forms, long horizontal lines, and
occasional nautical elements.
The architectural style was the first to incorporate electric light
into architectural structure, and manmade materials such as
brushed stainless steel, glossy enamel, Formica, opaque glass and
engine-turned and polished aluminum were included in building
designs. And, often as not, the roof lines of the one-story buildings
tended to be longer than the buildings were tall.
After World War II, Americans’ love of cars, post-war prosperity and the beginning of space travel had a dynamic effect upon
www.my-sourcebook.com

Built in 1980 by acclaimed architect and developer Al Boeke, this house, now privately owned,
reflects both the Modernist architecture and design elements that were used for his innovative
and prize-winning Sea Ranch development in the 1960s.
Julia Rasor photo

architecture, and Streamline Moderne morphed into an architectural style loosely called “Space Age.”
Drive-in services such as movie theaters, gas stations and diners
rose in demand as the popularity of cars increased.
In 1954, Scott and Helen Richardson erected the first drive-in
restaurant “Richard’s Drive-in” in Fallbrook, and, reminiscent of
both Streamline Moderne and Space Age architectures, the onestory building has a long flat roof which has rounded corners and
is pitched slightly higher on one side.

Sea Ranch/NewTown Movement:

Rasor Residence, De Luz. Built in 1980 by architect Al Boeke.
Even in the flower-power decade of the 1960s, the notion of building a housing development that ecologically integrated with the
natural landscape rather than destroying it was as yet unheard of.
But in the early part of that decade, Alfred “Al” Boeke, a Southern California architect and developer, came up with a concept to
“live lightly on the land” as a fellow architect would later describe
it, and he became the guiding force behind the iconic and prizewinning Sea Ranch project along ten miles of the Sonoma coast
north of San Francisco.
In a time of cookie-cutter housing tract developments, Sea
Ranch was a revolutionary idea, a “New Town” notion of masterfully blending self-effacing architecture with the brooding beauty
of a windswept and rocky coastline, but still providing affordable
houses.
Early in his career, Boeke earned his modernist architectural
chops by working with Richard Neutra, the most influential Los
Angeles architect of 1950s. And in 1959, Boeke, much to his surprise at first, was hired by Oceanic Properties, a division of Castle
& Cooke, Inc.—a long-established agriculture and shipping company that bought up Dole Foods—to develop the first housing
project, Mililani Town, on what were former pineapple plantation
fields near Honolulu.
In 1963, Boeke convinced Oceanic Properties to purchase the Sonoma property for the Sea Ranch project on which he oversaw an
architectural team until 1969 when he left Oceanic Properties. After
that Boeke joined Bechtel Corp., as head of that firm’s new community planning and development division, oversaw the development
of a condominium project in Coronado, and in 1978, he directed the
Bajamar Resort project near Ensenada in Baja California.
But by 1980 Fallbrook and its hillsides of avocado trees had
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The roofline of the three buildings were designed to allow the complex to blend into the top
of the mountains.
Julia Rasor photo

captured Boeke’s attention. With his wife Diane and two other
partners, he acquired a 50-acre parcel with intentions to sell off
parcels for development. That same year he built his house on
a hilltop at the site, living there until 1997. After that Boeke returned to Sea Ranch, making it his residence until the pre-eminent architect and acclaimed housing and resort project developer died in 2011 at the age of 88.
Today the privately owned house he built in the Fallbrook and
De Luz area remains above the clouds that stream through the ravines below. And Boeke would probably be pleased to know that
the Sea Ranch design elements of interior high-vaulted and sprawling wooden ceilings, beams of mine-shaft solidity, open floor space
and a rustic, modernist style has been fully preserved there.
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